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About
Milpark

Today’s world of work is complex: global markets, talent development, work-life balance, design thinking, the 4th industrial revolution, corporate citizenship. These are just some of the factors
at play.
Milpark understands this terrain. Here’s why.
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Founded in 1997, Milpark is a leading, accredited private provider
of quality higher education and training in sub-Saharan Africa. We
have established expertise in curriculum design, e-learning and
on-demand programmes. Moreover, we are long-time partners of
organisations in the region, delivering solutions that add substantial value to our clients’ learning journeys and business outcomes.
This means your learning and development (L&D) is in the best
possible hands, to the benefit of your employees and your organisation.
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LEIGH-ANN HAY WARD
CHIEF COMMERCIAL OFFICER,
MILPARK EDUCATION AND
HEAD: CORPOR ATE EDUCATION

“I believe what
sets us apart is the
way our solutions
lift the game
for our clients.”
WATCH VIDEO
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Our L&D
offering

Milpark’s corporate education team helps organisations meet
their specific L&D requirements. We deliver a broad and flexible range of solutions that align with the ever-changing world of
work, business and society, including the applicable regulatory
frameworks.
MILPARK’S L&D PORTFOLIO

Quality is where
we begin

GRADUATE
PROGRAMMES
NQF 5 –10

Study formats:

CPD COURSES

EXECUTIVE
EDUCATION
COURSES

Synchronous
structured online learning

LEARNERSHIPS

Asynchronous
self-paced distance learning

WORKSHOPS

Hybrid
mix of both

PRINCIPLES

*Milpark’s Masters of Business Administration (MBA)
is the only programme in Africa accredited by AMBA
(Association of MBAs) for both contact and online distance
learning. AMBA is the global benchmark for postgraduate
business education, based on assessment criteria such as
faculty quality, learning outcomes and student interaction.
Only 2% of business schools in over 70 countries worldwide
have received this accreditation.
**Milpark’s CTA is the first and only fully online course in
South Africa accredited by SAICA, the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants. The CTA is a postgraduate
degree and a bridging qualification towards becoming a
registered Chartered Accountant in South Africa (CA(SA)).

Excellent service for organisations + students

Value through innovation

Constant engagement with businesses + industry

We offer future-fit L&D solutions for accredited national qualifications in Higher Education (HE) and Further Education and Training (FET). We don’t stop there. For example, we lead the way with
our AMBA-accredited MBA* and online CTA** programmes.
We also offer articulation in particular fields, such as financial
services and insurance. We specialise in these and several other
business sectors.
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Milpark’s
co-curated
L&D
Partnering for
best impact

Are you looking for solutions to meet your L&D needs?
If so, we have the solution: we call it co-curated L&D. And this is
how it works.
In consultation with you, the corporate education team at Milpark
can create tailored programmes and learning journeys. For
this, we consider your objectives for students and the organisation. We then align the programme with the realities of the workplace, such as your organisation’s products and services, corporate culture and business landscape. This provides students with
a deeper learning experience and ensures you achieve the desired learning outcomes.
Co-curated programmes are centred on Milpark’s formal, accredited qualifications yet allow customised content and delivery
to be integrated. Your programmes can be supplemented with organisation-specific case studies and custom modules. In addition,
we can tailor teaching and evaluation methods. Our programme
facilitators are experienced specialists and practitioners, who
guide and encourage students in a practical and insightful manner.

Co-curated L&D
at a glance
INPUTS

BUILDING BLOCKS

MILPARK’S FORMAL
QUALIFICATIONS

TECHNICAL
SKILLS

BEHAVIOURAL
SKILLS
BUSINESS
EXPERTISE

BUSINESS PRODUCT
KNOWLEDGE

YOUR STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES

YOUR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

JOB SKILLS
BEHAVIOURAL SKILLS

META SKILLS
BUSINESS EXPERTISE

FUTURE FOCUS

– Emotional intelligence

– Project management

– Digital economy

– Personal mastery

– Business research

– Industry and global

– Curiosity

YOUR ORGANISATION
AND SECTOR

FUTURE
FOCUS

FORMAL
QUALIFICATION

INDUSTRY
KNOWLEDGE

methodology

trends

– Critical thinking

– Business writing

– Business in society

– Strategic thinking

– Presentation skills

– Corporate governance

– Cognitive flexibility

– Service orientation

and ethics

– Collaboration

– Legal environment

– 4IR leadership

– Value creation

Our team drives the progress monitoring of your programmes,
covering every step of the learning journey, together with you.
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Milpark in numbers
125+ programmes and courses
5 specialised schools
24 years experience in higher education
14 000+ students per year
5+ years experience in online learning
200+ facilitators from business and industry
100+ full-time academic staff
Information: 2020 figures
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Why
partner
with
Milpark
Benefiting from
sound L&D
support

With Milpark, you can rely on a team with a solid track record of
providing quality education and flexible learning solutions, to the
benefit of all stakeholders.
The student experience at Milpark offers high engagement and
is immersive. We offer contemporary content that is in touch with
industry, society and trends – as well as accredited qualifications
that support individual career paths.
The corporate experience with Milpark results in a more engaged
workforce in the workplace, with improved communication across
the organisational hierarchies, business acumen and a vested
interest in the long-term success of the organisation.
Your direct experience as the L&D expert consists of having a
knowledgeable and capable team who understands your priorities. This includes meeting employee and organisational needs
through strategically-aligned learning journeys, making targeted
investments in your talent pool and leadership pipeline, and improving your organisation’s B-BBEE scorecard.
Why choose Milpark? We believe we are just as smart as our
competitors – yet a lot more agile and keen to deliver the best
possible L&D solutions for your organisation.
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The team

Our clients

Management and leadership

Our clients are businesses and organisations in the public and non-profit sectors. They include:

Julian
van der
Westhuizen
Chief Executive
Officer, Milpark
Education

Leigh-Ann
Hayward

Chief Commercial
Officer, Milpark
Education and
Head: Corporate
Education

Joseph
Sekhampu

Chief Operating
Officer, Milpark
Education

Marilize
Putter

Executive Dean,
Milpark Education

Corporate education
Our business development executives at Milpark corporate education consult and co-curate solutions with you.
Larysa
Botha

Praneshka
Mohan

Marcel
Pretorius

Karen
Singh

Accreditations and endorsements
Milpark Education and its schools are accredited by, signatories to and members of the following organisations:

Our key account managers ensure the programmes run smoothly.
Erica
Humphries

Roweena
Naidu

Mari
Sadek
Milpark School of
Financial Planning
& Insurance

Our project team is in charge of specialised client projects.
Mihle
Khahlana
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Lindsay
Macleod

Milpark
Education

Tamlyn
Venter

Milpark
School of
Commerce

Milpark School of
Investment & Banking

Milpark
Business
School

CA
Connect
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Next?
If you would like a partner for your L&D, please contact us using any of the options below.

corptraining@milpark.ac.za | 011 718 4000 or 021 673 9100 | milpark.ac.za
Milpark Education (Pty) Ltd is registered with the Department of Higher Education and Training (DHET) of South Africa as a Private Higher Education Institution (No 2007/HE07/00).
Milpark is a Level 2 B-BBEE contributor.

